Area of study:
54.04.02 Applied and Decorative
Arts and National Crafts
Program
Applied and Decorative Arts as
Modern Space Actualization

Program overview:
The program is aimed at training an applied artist capable of
achieving the following professional purposes:
- be able to set artistic and creative tasks and propose their solution;
- master the artistic methods of creating Decorative and Applied
Arts objects;
- demonstrate compositional form making and various types of fine
Degree: Master
art and design graphics skills;
Duration and form: 2 years, intramural - use practical skills, man-made art techniques
Language: Russian
- put forward and develop conceptual, experimental and innovative
Credits: 120
ideas;
Start date: September 2020
- conduct pre-design research in the field of arts and crafts taking
Location: Academy of Architecture into account modern technologies;
and Fine Arts at Southern Federal - plan experimental work in the field of shaping technologies that
University, Rostov-on-Don
reflect the current state design and art work;
- carry out project sketches and prototypes for the original project
and mass production;
Entry requirements:
Entrance Exam: Idea sketch + Testing - develop projects using computer-graphic and volumetric
modeling, marketing and prototyping;
- create original technologically competent patentable developments
at the industrial design level.
Program structure:
Basic courses:
Methodology of scientific work and design, Foreign language,
Research and creative work
Special courses:
Conceptual design, Experimental materials science, Decorative art
modeling of environmental spaces, Modern computer technology
Research areas:
Decorative and applied arts, art criticism, materials and technologies
of decorative and applied arts, arts and crafts space and objects.

Careers:
A graduate is able to come up with an
artistic object, create it in a material,
develop an interior or exterior for it,
and lead a creative team. The young
specialists can work in creative
workshops in the field of interior
decoration; create original products at
ceramic and textile enterprises,
woodworking centers, and engage in
development of services, fixtures, art
objects, furniture, etc.
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